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prorogue the National Assembly, which was elected by uni-
versal male suffrage for a term of three years. The principle of
separation of powers was applied absolutely, and again French
democrats showed no appreciation of the essential problem:
securing the political responsibility of ministers to parliament.
The election of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte as President fore-
doomed the Republic, for he had already, in his exposition of
the Idees NapoUoniennes, revealed a very positive and dynamic
conception of government.
Un gouvernement rfest done pas, comme fa dit un economiste dis-
tingue, un ulcere necessaire, mais c'est plutdt k moteur bienfaisant de
tout organisms social.
The end of his term as President brought not his resignation
but a coup d'etat establishing a Second Empire. Homage was
paid to the principle of popular sovereignty by the typical
Napoleonic device of the plebiscite, and by retaining a legisla-
tive assembly of two houses. But essentially the Empire was
merely a subtraction from the powers of parliament and an
addition to the powers of the executive, leaving unresolved
the issue of ministerial responsibility, and the fatal duality of
principles. The riddle of democratic government had still not
been answered in France. It was only beginning to be asked.
In the last years of his reign Napoleon III fumbled belatedly
with the problem. A decree of 1869 laid down that 'Ministers
are dependent only on the Emperor. . . . They are responsible.
They can be impeached only by the Senate. Ministers can be
members of the Senate or of the Legislative Body. They have
access to either House, and must be heard whenever they want
to be.3 But the experiment of the 'Liberal Empire' was cut short
by the Franco-Prussian War.1
Thus by 1870 the revolutionary tradition had become asso-
ciated, in the course of historical events, with certain specific
ideas. It had become divorced from the ideas of constitutional
monarchy because of the failures of the years between 1789 and
1848. It had become identified with republicanism. It had be-
come dissociated completely from the traditions of the ancien
regime, which included acceptance of the Roman Catholic
1 Ibid., pp. 307-8.

